
LESSON PLAN

GENERAL OVERVIEW

Students Level Kindergarten

Topic Weather

Time Allocating 2x45 minutes

Learning Objective Learners are able to identify and differentiate 6 weathers

and related clothes in each.

Target Vocabulary 1. Cloudy

2. Rainy

3. Stormy

4. Snowy

5. Windy

6. Sunny.

MEDIA AND TOOLS

Flashcards

https://bit.ly/FlashcardsNa

d

1. Cloudy

2. Rainy

3. Stormy

4. Snowy

5. Windy

6. Sunny

7. Coat

8. Umbrella

9. Hat

10. Jacket

11. Shirt

12. Shorts

13. Sandals

14. Scarf

15. Sweater

16. Raincoat,

Printable Materials 1. Coloring worksheets

https://bit.ly/WorksheetsNad

https://bit.ly/FlashcardsNad
https://bit.ly/FlashcardsNad
https://bit.ly/WorksheetsNad


2. Flashcards.

https://bit.ly/FlashcardsNad

Song 1. Barney - If All The Raindrops

2. If You're Happy and You Know It (Clap your

hand),

3. I Love You (Song by Barney).

Additional tools 1. Crayon,

2. Pencil,

3. Pencil color,

4. Weather board(poster),

5. Whiteboard,

6. Double Tape,

7. Mini Projector.

LESSON OVERVIEW

Warm Up ● Praying together

● Checking student attendance list with song mommy

finger

Main Activity ● Introducing the Weathers Vocabulary “How’s the

weather of the day?”

● Play flashcards “Where’s the match?”

https://bit.ly/FlashcardsNad

● Sing “Let’s sing!: Barney - If All The Raindrops”

song

Wrap Up ● Task and Homework : Weathers Coloring Worksheet

https://bit.ly/WorksheetsNad

● Closing Song ”If You're Happy and You Know It

(Clap your hand); I Love You (Song by Barney)”

● Praying Together

LESSON PROCEDURE

● The teacher entered the classroom before the students arrived, and while waiting

for the students to enter one by one, the teacher played a video on the projector

called "Barney - The Weather Songs." Teacher then began to greet the students

who arrived and asked how they were.

https://bit.ly/FlashcardsNad
https://bit.ly/FlashcardsNad
https://bit.ly/WorksheetsNad


"The Weather Songs by Barney"

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dhfrT1_QLu8&list=PL7p22HOpmUgX1P6TN_b

rh9oFaBJRfYivc&index=125

Opening and Warm Up (15 minutes)

● The teacher says “Good Morning!” and the students answer it by “Good Morning,

Miss!”

● Praying together

● Checking student attendance list with song mommy finger

_______, ________, where are you?

Here I am, here I am. How do you do?

Main Activity

● Introducing the Weathers Vocabulary “How’s the weather of the day?” (10

minutes)

The teacher will ask some students about the weather this morning, how they feel

after waking up, and what is going on around their house, such as whether it is raining

or sunny, and what they need, such as a thick jacket, an umbrella, or a t-shirt.

● Play flashcards ``Where's the match?” (15 minutes)

https://bit.ly/FlashcardsNad

https://bit.ly/PosterNad

Props in the shape of a six-weather poster are affixed to the blackboard, and students

are given individual flashcards; they will try to identify the pictures, and the teacher

will drill while demonstrating the feelings they experience in the weather (example:

hot when the sun is hot or cold when it rains). Students will be asked to match the

flashcard with the weather vocabulary and stick it to the board with the picture once

they have understood.

● Sing “Let’s sing!: Barney - If All The Raindrops” song (15 minutes)

Students will sing the song while performing the movements on the projector screen.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sh1ZeWhAtRI&list=PL7p22HOpmUgX1P6TN_

brh9oFaBJRfYivc&index=6

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dhfrT1_QLu8&list=PL7p22HOpmUgX1P6TN_brh9oFaBJRfYivc&index=125
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Barney - If All The Raindrops

If all the raindrops
Were lemon drops and gumdrops
So what a rain that would be
Standing outside with my mouth open wide
Ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah
If all the raindrops
Were lemon drops and gumdrops
Oh, what a rain that would be
I can get working
Oh, look at that
He, hope he gets everybody
Oh, come on
If all the snowflakes
Were candy bars and milkshakes
Oh, what a snow that would be
Standing outside with my mouth open wide
Ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah
If all the snowflakes
Were candy bars and milkshakes
Oh, what a snow that would be
Yum, this is more milky
Yeah
If all the raindrops
Were lemon drops and gumdrops
Oh, what a rain that would be
Everybody
Standing outside with my mouth open wide
Ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah, ah
If all the raindrops
Were lemon drops and gumdrops
Oh, what a rain that would be
I'd be outside all day, me too

Wrap up

● Task and Homework : Weathers Coloring Worksheet (15 minutes)

https://bit.ly/WorksheetsNad

Several coloring sheets will be provided, and students will be asked to select their

favorite weather and take one or more sheets to color with crayons before taking the

pictures home. There is also a weather vocabulary word written with a dotted line on

the coloring sheet, which students can draw to form a complete word. Students may

take the sheet home if time runs out.

https://bit.ly/WorksheetsNad


● Closing Song ”If You're Happy and You Know It (Clap your hand); I Love You

(Song by Barney)” (10 minutes)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M6LoRZsHMSs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LK3C9IytrLI

● Praying Together and asking for a star stamp on the book as proof of student

attendance. (10 minutes)
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